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ABSTRACT Linux is becoming the de-facto standard operating system for today’s high-performance
computing (HPC) systems because it can satisfy the demands of many HPC systems for rich operating
system (OS) features. However, owing to features intended for the general-purpose OS, Linux has many
OS noise sources such as page faults or thread migrations that can result in the unstable performance of
HPC application. Furthermore, in the case of the non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture, which
has different memory access latencies to local and remote memory nodes, the performance stability of the
application can be more exacerbated by the OS noise. In this paper, we address the OS noise caused by
Linux in the NUMA architecture and propose a novel performance-stable NUMA management scheme
called Stable-NUMA. Stable-NUMA comprises three techniques for improving performance stability: twolevel thread clustering, state-based page placement, and selective page profiling. Our proposed StableNUMA scheme significantly alleviates OS noise and enhances the local memory access ratio of the NUMA
system as compared to Linux. We implemented Stable-NUMA in Linux and experimented with various HPC
workloads. The evaluation results demonstrated that Stable-NUMA outperforms Linux with and without its
NUMA-aware feature by up to 25% in terms of average performance and 73% in terms of performance
stability.
INDEX TERMS High-performance computing, Linux, non-uniform memory access, OS noise, performance
stability.
I. INTRODUCTION

Modern high-performance computing (HPC) applications are
incredibly diverse and require rich operating system (OS)
features [1]. Today’s HPC applications span from traditional
scientific applications comprising the use of a message passing interface (MPI) [2] and/or OpenMP [3] for machine
learning [4], big-data processing [5], and large-scale graphprocessing applications [6]. Moreover, they demand comprehensive coverage of application frameworks, programming
models, dynamic libraries, application development tools,
debugging, profiling, and even software packages for external
computing accelerators such as GPUs. Traditional HPC OSs,
such as lightweight kernels or microkernels, are incapable of
supporting these diverse and complex demands owing to their
limited functionality and portability. Consequently, Linux,
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a general-purpose OS, is becoming the de-facto standard OS
for HPC systems [7]. Since late 2017, all the systems ranked
in TOP500 have been commonly using Linux as their OSs [8].
The performance stability of the application is one of
the essential factors of HPC systems [9]. However, applications show run-to-run variations in performance owing to
many components in a system [1], [10]–[15]. Among these
inhibitors, OS noise should be resolved because it severely
limits the scalability and performance of applications [1].
Many previous studies have revealed the sources of OS
noise, such as timer interrupts followed by process preemption [16], [17], CPU power management [10], and CPU
scheduling [12]. However, the run-to-run performance variability caused by the non-uniform memory access (NUMA)
architecture has not been carefully addressed.
In the NUMA architecture, increasing the locality of the
memory access is essential for realizing better performance
because the remote memory access incurs long delays and
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high contention on the interconnection network [18], [19].
Although there have been previous studies using hardware
performance counters, these methods have the disadvantage
of being dependent on a particular architecture [18]–[25]. For
handling this feature of NUMA architecture, the Linux kernel
has a NUMA-aware feature called Auto-NUMA that runs in
the background, characterizes the memory access of threads,
and migrates threads and/or pages to improve the memory
access locality [26]. However, Auto-NUMA is detrimental
to the performance stability for two reasons: (1) the runtime profiling of the memory access incurs high overheads
and increases run-to-run variations in the application performance and (2) conflicts in the decision policy between the
CPU load balancer and Auto-NUMA result in the ping-pong
migration of threads and pages between the NUMA nodes,
thereby making all of the decisions useless. These overheads
act as OS noise and exacerbate the performance stability of
applications.
In this paper, we propose Stable-NUMA, which is a
performance-stable NUMA-aware thread and page placement scheme for Linux-based HPC systems. Our scheme
classifies pages into three classes and applies different memory access profiling and page-placement policies. These policies are carefully constructed to avoid unnecessary profiling
to minimize the profiling overheads. Based on the collected
memory access patterns, threads and pages are appropriately
placed on NUMA nodes such that the distance between the
pages and threads accessing them is minimized. To eliminate
the decision conflict between the CPU load balancer and our
scheme, the load balancing between the NUMA nodes is
detached from the CPU load balancer and is only handled by
our scheme. Hence, our scheme maps threads to the NUMA
nodes, and the CPU load balancer only balances loads of
the cores within a NUMA node. Accordingly, the unnecessary ping-pong migration of threads and pages between the
NUMA nodes is eliminated, thereby improving the execution
time as well as performance stability.
The proposed scheme is implemented in the Linux kernel
and is evaluated using various HPC benchmark applications,
such as NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) advanced supercomputing (NAS) parallel benchmark
(NPB) [27], high-performance Linpack [28], XSBench [29],
and Graph500 [6]. The performance of our scheme is evaluated using two server configurations: a single server with
two or four NUMA nodes and four servers, each with
four NUMA nodes. The evaluation results demonstrate that
the proposed scheme outperforms vanilla Linux and AutoNUMA in terms of execution time and performance stability.
In the single-server experiments, our scheme reduces the
run-to-run variance in execution time of workloads by up to
74% as compared to vanilla Linux and Auto-NUMA. When
workloads need NUMA awareness, our scheme demonstrates
a performance comparable to that of Auto-NUMA while
significantly reducing run-to-run variance in execution time
by up to 96%. The multi-server evaluation confirms that
NUMA-associated OS noise in Linux affects the performance
52988

FIGURE 1. Coefficient of variation in execution time and local memory
access ratio of the NPB workloads.

variance and execution time, whereas our scheme improves
both factors.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We demonstrated the OS noise related to the NUMA
architecture and its impact on performance stability.
• We carefully analyzed the source of OS noise associated
with NUMA-awareness. In particular, we revealed that
the conflict of decisions between the CPU load balancer
and NUMA-aware thread/page placement could exacerbate the performance stability because of the ping-pong
migration of threads and pages.
• We divided the load balancing into intra-node and internode. The former is left to the CPU load balancer, while
the latter is undertaken by the NUMA-aware feature to
prevent the ping-pong migration of threads and pages.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the background of this work as well as
our motivation. We contrast our work with related works in
Section III. Section IV describes the design and implementation of Stable-NUMA. Section V presents an evaluation of
the performance of our scheme in comparison with AutoNUMA in Linux. The conclusion of this study is presented
in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A. PERFORMANCE INSTABILITY OF LINUX ON NUMA
ARCHITECTURE

Linux-based HPC systems have the problem of performance instability associated with the NUMA architecture.
In the NUMA architecture, whether the memory access is
local or remote influences the application’s memory access
performance, thereby impacting the overall performance of
the system. Therefore, the run-to-run difference in the localremote memory access ratio affects the performance stability.
In Linux, a memory page is allocated at a NUMA node
where the thread is running, denoted as a node-local or firsttouch memory policy [30]. If the thread stays within the same
node, the local-remote memory access ratio would be stable.
However, the CPU load balancer in Linux can migrate threads
across NUMA nodes, which results in a change in the localremote memory access ratio.
Figure 1 shows the coefficient of variation (CV) in execution time and local memory access ratio of the NPB workloads. We ran each workload 20 times and measured their
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FIGURE 3. A box plot of the normalized execution time. The box plot
shows the minimum, first quantile, median, third quantile, and maximum
values in 20 runs of each workload.
FIGURE 2. Run-to-run variation of normalized execution time and remote
memory access ratio of SP, LU, BT and MG (the ordinal numerals denote
the results of the corresponding run of the workload).

CVs on Server B, as described in Section V. The experiments
were conducted on Linux without its NUMA-aware feature
(Auto-NUMA, referred to in Section II-B), denoted as Linux
in the rest of the figures in this paper. As shown in the figure,
SP, LU, BT, and MG workloads exhibit a wide variation in
execution time as well as local memory access ratio. We
analyzed the four workloads in more detail to determine the
correlation between the execution time and the ratio of localremote memory access.
Figure 2 presents the relations between the normalized
execution time and the remote memory access ratio of SP, LU,
BT, and MG workloads for five iteration runs. The execution
time was normalized to the average value of each workload.
As shown in the figure, a high ratio of remote memory
access results in an increased execution time, while a low
ratio results in a decreased execution time. With this visual
correlation between the execution time and remote memory
access ratio, the four workloads exhibit a high correlation
coefficient of the two values: 0.9, 0.93, 0.85, and 0.92 for the
SP, LU, BT, and MG, respectively.
CPU load balancing is a necessary feature of the OS for
fairly distributing CPU resources to threads. In the NUMA
architecture, however, the CPU load balancing across the
NUMA nodes should be carefully handled because it can
affect the application’s performance by increasing the ratio
of remote memory access.
B. PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS OF AUTO-NUMA IN
LINUX

To address NUMA-related performance issues, Linux
employs a feature called Auto-NUMA. It periodically profiles
the memory access patterns of threads and dynamically
relocates threads and pages to minimize the distance between
them. With Auto-NUMA, when a thread moves to another
NUMA node, its access pages migrate to the same node;
similarly, when a thread accesses most of its pages in a remote
NUMA node, it migrates to the remote node. Therefore,
Auto-NUMA attempts to maximize the local memory access
ratio.
However, Auto-NUMA aggravates the performance instability of HPC workloads. Figure 3 shows the normalized
VOLUME 9, 2021

execution time of the NPB workloads running on Linux without Auto-NUMA (denoted as Linux) and with Auto-NUMA
(denoted as Auto-NUMA) on Server A described in Section V.
The boxplot in Figure 3 presents the minimum, first quantile, median, third quantile, and maximum normalized values
through 20 execution time samples. As shown in the figure,
only SP workload demonstrates the performance benefits of
the NUMA-aware management. The LU, EP, BT, and UA
workloads exhibited no performance impacts owing to AutoNUMA. Auto-NUMA even worsens the execution time and
performance stability of CG, FT, IS, and MG workloads.
This performance instability issue arises because the AutoNUMA balancing presents the following three problems.
1) MEMORY ACCESS PROFILING OVERHEAD

Auto-NUMA profiles memory accesses by threads using the
page fault mechanism [26]. It periodically clears the present
bit of page table entries (PTEs), which is called page unmapping. When a thread accesses an unmapped page, a page fault
(denoted as a NUMA-hinting fault) occurs, and Auto-NUMA
classifies whether the page is private to the thread or shared
with other threads. Depending on the page type and the
distance of the page to the thread, Auto-NUMA determines
page migration.
The profiling overheads of Auto-NUMA can degrade the
performance of the HPC workloads for two reasons. First,
page fault handling is a type of OS noise [1]. A page fault
results in a direct cost of raising an exception followed by the
invocation of a page fault handler in the OS kernel as well
as an indirect cost of degrading the user-level instruction per
cycle (IPC) owing to the pollution of the CPU architecture
resources [31]. When page faults occur frequently, it affects
the performance stability of applications.
Second, Auto-NUMA applies the same frequency of page
unmapping to all pages of the application. Auto-NUMA
adjusts the period of the page unmapping, thus controlling the
frequency of NUMA-hinting faults. When memory access is
stable, which means that there is no demand for the relocation
of pages and threads, Auto-NUMA reduces the frequency
of the page unmapping; for instance, the LU, EP, and BT
workloads exhibit no performance degradation with AutoNUMA in Figure 3. However, when the memory access is
unstable, Auto-NUMA increases the frequency of the page
52989
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FIGURE 4. Breakdown of the number of inter-NUMA node thread
migrations.

unmapping to find threads and pages that are required to be
relocated rapidly, thereby incurring more page faults. The
problem, however, is that Auto-NUMA uses a single period
value to adapt the frequency of the page unmapping for each
process. A process can have different memory access patterns
across pages wherein a single profiling period value is too
coarse-grained to maintain low profiling overhead.
2) UNNECESSARY THREAD MIGRATION

Auto-NUMA groups threads that share pages. Each group
then takes a preferred node such that the total ratio of the
local memory access between threads in the group is maximized when all the threads are on the node. However, AutoNUMA assigns only a single node regardless of the number
of physical NUMA nodes in a system and the number of
threads in a group. Accordingly, Auto-NUMA attempts to
migrate a thread to a preferred node, and this migration can
conflict with the decision of the CPU load balancer in Linux.
This conflict results in a large number of unnecessary thread
migrations.
Figure 4 presents the number of thread migrations across
the NUMA nodes. Except for the SP workload, all the workloads show an increased number of thread migrations with
Auto-NUMA enabled. We also breakdown the thread migrations into three classes:
– NUMA-mig indicates a thread migration to its preferred
node by Auto-NUMA.
– NUMA-swap indicates the exchanges of two threads
between a preferred node and another node owing to a
load imbalance.
– LOAD-mig indicates an inter-NUMA thread migration
performed by the CPU load balancer owing to a load
imbalance.
As shown in Figure 4, LOAD-mig and NUMA-swap account
for the majority of inter-NUMA thread migrations. Surprisingly, despite identical experiment settings except for the use
of Auto-NUMA, the value of LOAD-MIG with Auto-NUMA
is far greater than that without Auto-NUMA at the majority
of the workloads. Therefore, Figure 4 confirms that thread
migrations caused by Auto-NUMA cause unnecessary thread
migrations such as ping-pong migration.
To verify the portion of ping-pong thread migrations,
we measured the round-trip time from when a thread moved
out to a different node to when the thread returned to the
52990

FIGURE 5. CDF of the intervals of the ping-pong thread migrations with
Auto-NUMA when the performance variation is low (LU) and high (MG).

original node. Figure 5 presents the cumulative distribution
function of the round-trip time. For example, Figure 5(a)
shows that approximately 45% of threads move to a different node and return to the original node within 10 seconds. This unnecessary repetition of thread migrations can
result in significant performance variation, as exhibited by
the MG workload in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 5(a), 50%
of the total inter-NUMA thread migrations are ping-pong
migrations, and at least half of the ping-pong migrations are
performed within 1 second. Consequently, a thread that has
migrated out from a NUMA node returns to the NUMA node
in a short time interval, thereby making the former migration
useless. The problem is exacerbated because thread migration
can be accompanied by page migrations; this is because pages
that are private to a thread follow the thread’s migration as
described in the following subsection. By contrast, in the case
of LU workload, Figure 5(b) shows a relatively long roundtrip interval. This result indicates that LU has fewer unnecessary thread migrations, which results in a slight performance
variation of LU in Figure 3.
3) UNNECESSARY PAGE MIGRATION

During the memory profiling, private pages to a thread
migrate to a memory node at which the thread is running.
This page migration policy is effective in increasing the local
memory access ratio of the thread.
However, a problem occurs owing to the increased number
of thread migrations, as described in the previous subsection. When a thread migrates to another memory node, its
private pages are pulled by the Auto-NUMA policy. This
repeatedly occurs whenever a thread migrates to a different
memory node. More seriously, page migration may degrade
the hit rate of translation lookaside buffer (TLB) [32]. This is
because page migration generates TLB entry flush. In particular, the increase of the TLB miss rate can cause significant
performance degradation where big memory workloads are
running, such as HPC systems [33].
Figure 6 presents the relation between the normalized runto-run variation of the execution time and the number of
page migrations of CG, FT, IS, and MG workloads for five
iteration runs. The execution time and the number of page
migrations were normalized to each average value of individual workload. As shown in the figure, the four workloads
exhibit significant run-to-run variations in their execution
times. We can also determine the high correlation between
VOLUME 9, 2021
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Therefore, the majority of modern HPC systems use a
commercially available OS that guarantees compatibility, and
Linux is the most representative [8].
B. THREAD AND PAGE MANAGEMENT IN NUMA
ARCHITECTURE

FIGURE 6. Normalized run-to-run variation of execution time and the
number of page migrations of CG, FT, IS and MG (the ordinal numerals
indicate the result of the corresponding run of the workload).

the number of page migrations and the execution times of
the workloads. The correlation coefficients of CG, FT, IS,
and MG workloads were 0.98, 0.09, 0.93, and 0.96, respectively, and their p-values were 0.004, 0.011, 0.02, and 0.009,
respectively.
III. RELATED WORKS

In Section II, we presented the Linux OS noise elements
that cause performance variability and degradation when the
HPC application operates in the NUMA architecture. Before
presenting our scheme, we account for prior research focused
on reducing the OS noise in HPC systems in this section. We
also mention previous studies that were aimed at performance
improvement in the NUMA architecture.
A. TRENDS OF LINUX AS AN OS IN HPC SYSTEMS

A large amount of analysis and research has been conducted
to reduce the run-to-run performance variation and improve
the overall performance with respect to OS noise in HPC
systems [13], [14], [16], [34], [35].
A lightweight kernel such as Catamount [36], Kitten [37],
and Blue Gene CNK [38] is a new kernel designed from
scratch to operate in HPC systems. An approach adopted in
a lightweight kernel is to eliminate a considerable number
of functions except for the essential ones. However, this
approach has a disadvantage in that it can only provide some
part of POSIX APIs. Moreover, as the lightweight kernel is
designed from scratch, there is a burden of generating a new
device driver to support the new device.
For supplementing these shortcomings, the design of the
multi-kernel was introduced, wherein a lightweight kernel
operates simultaneously with a full-weight kernel that has
all the features of the kernel [39]–[42]. However, the multikernel also has limitations in providing full Linux compatibility owing to the characteristics of the resource management,
such as the CPU scheduler or specialized memory allocator
in the lightweight kernel [43]. With the increase in the importance of the availability of devices such as GPU and FPGA
in modern HPC systems, the limitation of being unable to
provide full Linux compatibility, such as that in the case of
the use of a multi-kernel, is a significant drawback in HPC
systems.
VOLUME 9, 2021

The majority of servers used in HPC systems comprise the
NUMA architecture. In various studies, thread and page
placement mechanisms have been presented for optimal performance derived from the difference in local-remote memory access time in the NUMA architecture [18], [19], [21],
[22], [44]–[48]. Also, these previous researches used several
profiling techniques to achieve optimal placement for thread
and page. However, the related researches have not been
focused on the performance variability but primarily on the
execution time of the application.
1) PROFILING BASED ON HARDWARE COUNTER

Typically, one of the methods to perform profiling for thread
and page placement is the utilization of hardware counters
about cache, memory controller, and/or CPU interconnect.
Dashti et al. [18] designed carrefour, which gathers hardware
activity data such as the memory controller imbalance, local
access ratio, and page access type (read/write). Based on
this information, carrefour determines whether to co-locate,
interleave (i.e., distribute over NUMA nodes), or replicate for
the page placement in NUMA architecture. Lepers et al. [19]
devised a thread and page placement mechanism in the
NUMA architecture that works by measuring the metrics that
represent the amount of CPU-to-CPU and CPU-to-memory
communication. For dynamically locating each thread to the
best NUMA node, Srikanthan et al. [20], [21] introduced
SAM and SAM-MPH, which profile various hardware events
such as cache miss, inter/intra-socket coherence activity, stall
cycles on coherence, and local-remote memory access.
Furthermore, some studies monitored hardware counter
associated with TLB to profile memory access. Marathe and
Mueller [22] and Marathe et al. [23] designed automated
profiling and page placement scheme to reduce average
memory access latency by capturing data TLB misses. Tikir
and Hollingsworth [24] designed an automatic profile-driven
page migration mechanism to maximize local memory access
by adding dedicated address translation counters in TLB.
Cruz et al. [25] introduced an intense pages mapping (IPM)
mechanism with TLB residency as a metric by tracing MMU
and newly added counters, representing the affinity between
thread and page. By using TLB residency, IPM determines
thread and page placement among NUMA nodes to maximize
performance.
These approaches highlight the improved execution time
of the benchmarks but rely primarily on the architecturedependent counter to collecting profiling data. One example
is that the approach of Dashti and Lepers comprises the use
of instruction-based sampling (IBS) only provided by the
AMD processor. Moreover, the profiling mechanism of Tikir
and Cruz requires a system using software-managed TLB,
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which is rarely used at the current system, and needs hardware
modification of the memory management unit (MMU) if a
system uses hardware-managed TLB. Therefore, the use of a
hardware performance counter causes the problem of portability because it requires a specific hardware environment
2) PROFILING BASED ON OPERATING SYSTEM

Another method to perform profiling for thread and page
placement is the utilization of page fault of the operating
system. Diener et al. [49], [50] designed a kernel memory
affinity framework (kMAF) to automatically manage thread
and page placement by utilizing a page fault mechanism.
kMAF generates periodic extra page faults after page faults
for the demand page mechanism in a virtual memory system to increase profiling accuracy. With these page fault
mechanisms, kMAF updates its affinity table that determines
thread and page placement to maximize local memory access.
Gennaro et al. [51] argued that page faults on the same page
table for multiple threads to trace the memory access pattern
do not achieve high profiling accuracy. This is because if
one thread masks on the page through page fault, profiling
of memory access of other threads to the same page cannot
perform until the subsequent page fault. To solve this problem, the authors introduced multiple page tables allocated to
each thread to profile page access patterns of all threads.
However, a page fault is a typical OS noise. In particular,
a page fault that occurs periodically for all pages can have a
fatal effect on performance in HPC systems that uses enormous amounts of memory. Thus, a profiling mechanism that
selects pages requiring profiling and generates page fault is
demanded in HPC systems.
Also, different page placement policies should be applied
depending on the characteristics of the page. For example,
some pages can be accessed by only one thread. Meanwhile, some pages can be accessed by threads in one NUMA
node or throughout the system. For pages accessed throughout the system, the number of accesses from each NUMA
node will be similar. As a result, these pages may be placed
on only one NUMA node in the worst case, leading to traffic imbalance between memory controllers and performance
degradation [18]. Therefore, a technique is needed to distinguish the characteristics of the page and perform page
placement based on that information.
IV. STABLE-NUMA

In this section, we propose the Stable-NUMA, which is a
NUMA-aware thread and page placement scheme for the
performance stability of HPC workloads. As in the case of
Auto-NUMA, our scheme profiles the pattern of the memory access for placing the thread and page to the NUMA
node at which the memory locality is maximized. However,
to minimize the performance variability, Stable-NUMA was
carefully designed to minimize the memory profiling overheads. Furthermore, Stable-NUMA was designed to eliminate policy conflicts between the CPU load balancer and
Auto-NUMA.
52992

The following subsection describes the page placement
policy with our memory-profiling mechanism. We then
describe our thread clustering and placement policy in
Section IV-B.
A. NUMA-AWARE PAGE PLACEMENT

Stable-NUMA exploits the page fault mechanism to collect
the memory access pattern of an application because it does
not require architecture-specific performance counters [18];
therefore, the memory profiling mechanism of Stable-NUMA
is independent of any hardware-specific feature.
When profiling the memory access, Stable-NUMA uses
the page unmapping mechanism, which unmaps the page
from the virtual memory. After the page unmapping, when
access occurs onto an unmapped page, a NUMA-hinting
fault occurs. Hence, a NUMA-hinting fault can provide information about which thread accesses which page on which
memory node.
However, this information is insufficient for checking
whether the page is shared by multiple threads or is private
to the thread. Accordingly, to trace the memory access pattern, Stable-NUMA records the thread a page is accessed
by and the CPU a page is accessed on to each page when
a NUMA-hinting fault occurs. To this end, the performance
overhead is little because Stable-NUMA only needs to check
and record two pieces of information of the thread that causes
NUMA-hinting fault. Subsequently, when NUMA-hinting
fault occurs again on that page, whether the page is shared
is determined based on the history information recorded on
the page and the current NUMA-hinting fault information.
When a NUMA-hinting fault occurs, using the history and
current information, we can identify the NUMA-hinting fault
type: private fault or shared fault. In the case of a private
fault, two consecutive NUMA-hinting faults occur owing to
one thread. When a NUMA-hinting fault arises from different threads between current and previous faults, the current
NUMA-hinting fault is called a shared fault. Private or shared
information is used in our NUMA-aware page placement
policy described in the following paragraphs.
In Stable-NUMA, a page can be in one of the following
six states, and a different page placement policy is applied
to each state. Figure 7 shows the state transition diagram
for the six states. At each NUMA-hinting fault, a state transition occurs, and if necessary, page relocation to another
NUMA node occurs according to the state of each page as
follows.
•

Thread-Private: This type of page is accessed by only
one thread. Three consecutive hinting faults owing to
one thread (one unclassified fault + two private faults)
make a page thread-private. When a page becomes
thread-private, the page is immediately migrated to the
memory node on which the thread is running. If the
owner thread is migrated to another memory node, its
private pages are migrated to the memory node that the
thread is moved.
VOLUME 9, 2021
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•

FIGURE 7. Page state transition diagram.

•

•

Node-Private: This type of page is shared by multiple
threads running on the same memory node. Two consecutive hinting faults owing to the threads in the same
memory node (two shared faults from the same node)
make the page node-private. The node-private page is
placed on the node at which the threads sharing the page
are running; therefore, if a node-private page resides
on a different memory node from the one at which the
threads are run, the page is immediately migrated to that
memory node to maximize the locality of the memory
access. In contrast to the thread-private state, the migration of a thread does not cause the migration of its nodeprivate pages because other threads in the same memory
node still access the node-private pages. When threads
that frequently access the node-private page migrate to
another node, the subsequent NUMA-hinting faults may
change the state of such pages.
System-Shared: This type of page is accessed by multiple threads running on two or more memory nodes.
Two consecutive NUMA-hinting faults owing to threads
on different memory nodes (two shared faults from
different nodes) make a page system-shared. Migrating a system-shared page does not improve the local
memory access ratio; the migration of threads would
provide a more remarkable improvement in the local
memory access ratio. The thread migration of our thread
clustering policy is presented in Section IV-B. For
system-shared pages, our scheme is focused on balancing the memory traffic to shared pages across memory
nodes [19]. Hence, our scheme attempts to balance the
number of system-shared pages across memory nodes.
This is based on the assumption that the memory access
traffic to a memory node is proportional to the number
of shared pages on the memory node. Therefore, our
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scheme records a system-shared page count for each
memory node. When the minimum count is less than
three-fourth of the maximum count, the shared pages on
the node with the maximum count are migrated to the
node with the minimum count.
Three In-Transitions: Each of the above three states
has its own corresponding in-transition state. The reason for maintaining the in-transition state is to be
more careful about judging the state of a page. The
change in a page state usually incurs the migration of
pages, which can be a source of OS noise. Accordingly,
by having an in-transition state, at least two consecutive
NUMA-hinting faults of the same type should occur
to change the state of a page, as shown in Figure 7.
Thus, by using the second chance technique, StableNUMA reduces the probability of misjudging the page
state. Furthermore, each in-transition state remembers
the last state of a page during the page state transition.
Therefore, the page can return to the last state at the
accidental page state change by remembering the last
page state.

As explained previously, the use of the page fault mechanism is necessary to profile memory access in a hardwareindependent manner. However, the frequent occurrence of
page faults can be a source of OS noise in HPC applications.
Hence, it is crucial to minimize the number of NUMA-hinting
faults to increase performance stability.
In contrast to Auto-NUMA, which uses one period value
to adjust the profiling frequency of all the pages of a process,
our scheme comprises the use of a per-page period value to
control the profiling frequency of each page. As an application can have multiple types of pages, different profiling
frequencies should be applied to different types of pages. For
example, if a page has a stable access pattern, it would be
reasonable to decrease the profiling frequency. If a page has a
variable access pattern, it is necessary to increase the profiling
frequency to identify the page’s access pattern promptly.
Therefore, in Stable-NUMA, each page has a page unmapping bypass counter that determines when to perform the
page unmapping for the page. Stable-NUMA scans all the
pages in a process and performs the page unmapping at a fixed
interval. During the scanning, Stable-NUMA determines
whether the current scan sequence is eligible for unmapping
each page by checking the unmapping bypass counter of each
page. If eligible, it unmaps the page; otherwise, it bypasses
the unmapping of the page. A high bypass counter provides
more chances for skipping page unmapping, thus reducing
the frequency of page faults for each page.
In our page state transition diagram in Figure 7, every
loop edge in the three states (thread-private, node-private, and
system-shared) indicates that the consecutive NUMA-hinting
fault of the same type doubles the unmapping bypass counter.
When a page state change occurs (an incoming edge to
the three states), we clear the unmapping bypass counter.
When a page is in one of the in-transition states, we do not
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FIGURE 8. Overview of page sharing-based thread clustering.

clear the counter but force the unmapping of the page in
the following scan sequence. By retaining the counter value,
we can preserve the bypass value by preventing an accidental
state change. By forcing the unmapping of the page of the
in-transition state at the following scan sequence, StableNUMA promptly identifies the memory access pattern to the
page in the transition state because the next unmapping is not
bypassed.
In our implementation, we use the same field on the
page in Auto-NUMA to record the last access information
for the page (i.e., the thread and CPU number of the last
NUMA-hinting fault). The extra values that our scheme is
required to maintain are comprised of the state of each page
and the unmapping bypass counter. We use six unused bits in
the metadata of each page (flags variable in the struct
page) to store the two values. The first three bits store the
state of each page, and the remaining three bits are used to
store the unmapping bypass counter. Hence, the number of
unmapping bypasses can be up to 2n times, where n is the
value represented by the three bits.
B. PAGE SHARING-BASED THREAD CLUSTERING

For realizing a performance improvement in a NUMA system, it is essential to place threads near the pages that the
thread is accessing. For thread-private pages, migrating pages
to the memory node that the owner thread is running on is a
reasonably straightforward policy. However, for shared pages
(i.e., node-private and system-shared pages), thread migration should be accompanied to improve the local memory
access ratio. Therefore, our scheme collects the statistics of
the page sharing between threads and places threads across
memory nodes based on the page sharing statistics. Figure 8
outlines the page sharing-based thread clustering in StableNUMA.
Stable-NUMA comprises a two-level thread clustering
structure for managing and placing threads on physical
NUMA nodes. First, all the threads that share the same
address space form a root group. In a root group, StableNUMA comprises sub-groups, each of which is mapped to
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each NUMA node. A thread in a root group can belong to only
one sub-group. Whenever a thread first joins a root group,
the thread initially joins a sub-group mapped to the NUMA
node at which the thread is running. It should be noted that
the CPU load balance no longer performs the migration of
the thread-crossing NUMA nodes when a thread joins a root
group. Instead, Stable-NUMA takes over the inter-NUMA
migration of the thread.
For the threads in the root group, Stable-NUMA uses two
tables, thread-node and thread-thread table, each of which
collects the memory access statistics.
First, the thread-node table collects the number of pages a
thread accesses in each memory node. Hence, in the threadnode table, the number of rows is equal to the number
of threads in the root group, and the number of columns
is the same as the number of NUMA nodes. Whenever
a NUMA-hinting fault occurs, the corresponding entry is
updated. For example, in Figure 8, when the NUMA-hinting
fault occurs owing to Thread T1 on a page in Node 0, the entry
value is incremented from 43 to 44. Using this table, StableNUMA finds an appropriate combination of threads that
maximizes the number of local memory accesses. Figure 8
shows that the number of local pages is maximized when
T0 and T1 are in Node 0, and T2 and T3 are in Node 1.
Second, the thread-thread table collects the number of
pages shared between a pair of threads in the root group.
Hence, the number of rows and columns in the thread-thread
table is equal to the number of threads in the root group.
Whenever a NUMA-hinting fault occurs, if the hinting fault
is a shared fault, an entry value in the table is incremented,
where the column is the thread ID from the last access information in the page and the row is the current thread ID causing
the current NUMA-hinting fault. For example, in Figure 8,
if T2 generates a NUMA-hinting fault on the page last faulted
by T1, the entry (T2, T1) is increased from 5 to 6.
The two tables are updated at every end of the complete
memory scanning that is physically allocated; this time is
referred to as the end of one scan sequence. We use the
exponential moving average with a smoothing factor of 0.5 to
update the values in the tables. Subsequently, the updated
statistics are used to relocate threads across sub-groups.
Whenever a thread is required to be moved to a different subgroup, the thread migrates to the memory node mapped to the
new sub-group.
Furthermore, at the end of one scan sequence, StableNUMA uses the two tables to find the thread and page placement that maximizes memory access locality for the shared
pages. Hence, Stable-NUMA inspects the thread-node table
to find a thread that requires thread migration. A thread is
then selected such that when the thread migrates to a different
NUMA node, the total number of local pages is maximized.
In Figure 8, T1 is on Node 1 (sub-group 1) but accesses more
pages on Node 0 than Node 1. In this example, the migration
of T1 to Node 0 maximizes the total number of local pages.
Accordingly, T1 is selected as the migration thread and is
supposed to migrate to Node 0.
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Before migrating a thread, Stable-NUMA checks loads
of two sub-groups involved in the migration. Stable-NUMA
migrates the thread to the other sub-group when (1) the load
of the source sub-group is sufficiently higher than the destination sub-group or (2) the load difference between the two
sub-groups after migration does not exceed the inter-NUMA
load balancing threshold of the Linux kernel. For simplicity,
we herein assume that the load of a sub-group is the number
of runnable threads in the group. We have left the use of more
realistic load values as future work.
If the conditions mentioned above are not satisfied, StableNUMA executes a thread swap between the sub-group in
the following sequence; henceforth, the thread that causes
the swap is referred to as the source thread. First, StableNUMA selects a victim thread from the destination subgroup; a victim thread shares the fewest number of pages
with threads in the destination sub-group. The thread-thread
table is exploited to find a thread with the fewest number
of shared pages. Next, Stable-NUMA determines how many
pages each of the two threads (the source and victim threads)
are shared with the rest of the threads in the destination subgroup. If the source thread shares the swap-threshold times
more pages with the threads in the destination sub-group
than the victim thread, Stable-NUMA swaps the two threads.
Herein, the swap-threshold is set as 1.5, which is an empirical
value. Otherwise, no thread migration occurs between the two
sub-groups.
In Figure 8, when Stable-NUMA migrates T1 to Node 0,
a load imbalance occurs between the two sub-groups
(3 vs. 1). Accordingly, Stable-NUMA uses the thread-thread
table to identify an appropriate victim thread for thread swapping. Hence, T2 is selected as the victim thread for swapping
between two sub-groups because T2 shares fewer pages with
T0 (the rest of the threads in the sub-group) than T1 (source
thread). Therefore, Stable-NUMA swaps T1 and T2 between
the two sub-groups.
As described above, Stable-NUMA manages threads of
HPC workloads based on page sharing in the NUMA system. Through page sharing-based thread clustering, StableNUMA realizes a better performance than Linux in terms of
page access locality by placing threads that share many pages
on the same NUMA node as well as performance stability by
performing inter-NUMA thread migration exclusively.
V. EVALUATION

For the evaluation, we implemented Stable-NUMA in the
Linux Kernel 5.0. We evaluated Stable-NUMA in terms of
performance stability and improvement in the execution time
of HPC applications as compared to the vanilla Linux Kernel
disabled Auto-NUMA (denoted as Linux) and enabled AutoNUMA (denoted as Auto-NUMA). In addition to comparison with Auto-NUMA, we compared Stable-NUMA with
kMAF, which performs thread and page management using
profiling based on page fault. Since kMAF is implemented in
Ubuntu and Kernel version 3.8, we experimented with kMAF
in the same environment. Also, we excluded Auto-NUMA
VOLUME 9, 2021

TABLE 1. Server configurations for evaluation.

(kernel version 3.8) from the results of kMAF because the
performance of kMAF has already shown better than AutoNUMA in their paper. We experimented with kMAF only on
a single server and only analyzed the results about CentOS
(Auto-NUMA).
The server configurations used in our evaluation are listed
in Table 1. Intel sub-NUMA clustering was enabled for
both servers [52]. We disabled the features that may affect
the performance stability, such as Intel Turbo Boost [11],
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling [53], C-state/P-state
controls [54], and transparent huge page support [55]. The
use of huge pages is usually effective in improving the performance of applications due to increased TLB reaches and
reduced TLB misses [55], [56]. In HPC systems, however,
it is a well-known source of degrading the performance
stability; a larger page can produce more performance imbalance due to higher probability of containing data with different memory access characteristics [57]–[59]. In this regard,
we evaluated every benchmark with a base (4K) page size.
In our evaluation, we used the following benchmark
suites: NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) v3.3.1, NPB multizone (NPB-MZ) v3.3.1, XSBench, High-Performance Linpack (HPL) v2.3 compiled with OpenBLAS v0.3.7, and
Graph500. Both NPB and NPB-MZ used the D-class data.
Currently, the latest version of NPB is 3.4.1, but the major difference from 3.3.1 is dynamic memory allocation, which has
no significant impact on the performance of Stable-NUMA,
so we used 3.3.1. The number of zones for some NBP-MZ
workloads was reduced from 1024 to 16 to generate more
page sharing between the application threads. When using
multiple servers, each server ran a single MPI process, which
forks as many threads as the number of cores equipped in
the server. Each experiment was repeated 20 times. We did
not exclude any outliers from the experiment results because
this instability can degrade the ability of HPC systems and
the reliability of performance measurements in a variety of
ways [9]. Therefore, since outliers show performance anomalies of the HPC system, we included them in the experiment
results.
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FIGURE 9. Normalized execution time while running on a single server.

Figure 9 presents the workload execution time and its
distribution that is normalized to the average of Linux,
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respectively. Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) show that StableNUMA improves performance stability for most workloads
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than Linux and Auto-NUMA. For example, on Server B,
the CV of SP was 0.19 and 0.18 for Linux and AutoNUMA, respectively. However, it is 0.01 on Stable-NUMA,
which is approximately a 94% improvement over the two
cases. The geometric mean (geomean)of the CV of all workloads is showed an improvement of 53% with Stable-NUMA
over Linux and 73% over Auto-NUMA on Server A. An
improvement of 54% and 52%, respectively, was observed
for Server B.
Furthermore, Stable-NUMA improves the average execution time for the majority of workloads. For example,
the execution time of MG on Server B was improved by 33%
over Linux and 35% over Auto-NUMA. The geomean of the
execution time for all the workloads was shorter than that
for Linux by 7% and Auto-NUMA by 9% on Server A. It
was improved by 25% from Linux and by 14% from AutoNUMA on Server B. The execution time variance across
the threads delays the time required for all the threads to
reach a reduction point, thus prolonging the overall execution
time. This prolonged execution time is exacerbated in the
environment with a large number of CPU cores. Therefore,
in Stable-NUMA, the execution time is improved to a greater
extent on Server B than Server A.
Figure 9(c) and Figure 9(d) show that Stable-NUMA
also improves performance stability for most workloads than
Linux and kMAF. For instance, the CV of SP was 0.07 and
0.21 for Linux and kMAF on server B, respectively. However,
Stable-NUMA has 0.02 as the CV of SP, which is approximately 71% and 90% improvement over the Linux and
kMAF. On Server A, the geomean of the CV of all workloads
is showed that Stable-NUMA improves 20% over Linux and
33% over kMAF. Stable-NUMA showed an improvement
of 7% and 37% for Server B, respectively.
As described in Section II-A, the number of thread migrations per second is a factor that affects performance stability
in Linux. Stable-NUMA has an improvement in performance
stability from Kernel 3.8 to somewhat lower than Kernel 5.0.
This is because Kernel 3.8 has a significantly lower number of
thread migrations per second than Kernel 5.0 when executing
applications. For example, the number of thread migrations
per second about SP workload is 0.09 in Kernel 3.8 at
Server A. However, this value increases to 0.75 in Kernel
5.0. As a result, Stable-NUMA has a relatively lower stability
improvement from Kernel 3.8 than 5.0. Nevertheless, poor
performance stability does not mean that Kernel 5.0 always
has a worse execution time than 3.8. Kernel 5.0 has a 15%
improvement in average execution time over Kernel 3.8.
Stable-NUMA also improves the average execution time
for the majority of workloads. In particular, the execution
time of XSBench on Server B was improved by 50% over
Linux and kMAF. The geomean of the execution time for all
the workloads was better than that for Linux by 5% and AutoNUMA by 10% on Server A. It was improved by 11% from
Linux and by 14% from kMAF on Server B.
When the IS workload is executed, as shown in Figure 9,
Stable-NUMA exhibited an inferior performance than Linux
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FIGURE 10. Normalized execution time when running on multiple servers.

on every configuration. This resulted in reduced performance
stability and retarded execution time. This was because the
resident set size of IS was 33.0 GB, which is relatively
large, while its execution time was as short as 15 seconds.
For Stable-NUMA to realize a performance improvement,
the execution time should be sufficiently long for performing
thread clustering and page state transitions. However, IS finished before it obtained any benefit from such approaches.
Furthermore, the performance of Stable-NUMA did not
improve significantly over Linux at graph500 and CG workload execution on every configuration. This was because the
memory access pattern of graph500 has the characteristics
of poor temporal and spatial locality [60]. Actually, by using
the Linux perf [61] tool, we measured that the local memory
access ratio at Server A with four NUMA nodes is nearly
25%. CG workload is similar to graph500 but has a very high
memory access ratio of over 95%. This means that the page is
accessed by almost only one thread. Therefore, the effect of
thread and page placement by Stable-NUMA is minimal for
both workloads.
We conducted the same experiments with four Server A
(CentOS, Kernel 5.0) connected via InfiniBand. As shown
in Figure 10, Stable-NUMA improves the performance stability for all workloads in the multi-node environment compared
to the single node counterpart. In particular, the performance
of LU workload demonstrated an increase in stability by 88%
over Linux and 85% over Auto-NUMA. The geomean of performance stability is improved by 58% and 52% compared to
Linux and Auto-NUMA, respectively. The average execution
time was also improved by 15% and 2%, respectively. We
expect that the greater the number of nodes participating in
the computation, the more Stable-NUMA outperforms Linux
and Auto-NUMA in terms of average execution time and
performance stability.
To quantitatively measure the gains in performance
stability, we define a metric called normalized maximumminimum execution time difference (NMMD), which represents the difference between the maximum and minimum
values such that both are normalized to the average execution time. This NMMD value indicates the degree of performance loss caused by the performance variance because
the longest execution time among the threads determines the
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FIGURE 13. Normalized local memory access ratio.
FIGURE 11. Normalized maximum-minimum execution time while
running on a single server.

FIGURE 12. Normalized maximum-minimum execution time while
running on multiple servers.

execution time of a parallel workload. Figure 11 presents the
NMMD values obtained from the execution of the evaluation
workloads. In the majority of the cases, the Stable-NUMA
exhibits lower NMMD values than Linux and Auto-NUMA.
This result indicates that the performance loss caused by the
execution time variance is successfully reduced by applying
Stable-NUMA. In particular, the NMMD value of the SP
workload on Server B is improved by more than 95% over
both Linux and Auto-NUMA. The geomean of NMMD is
improved by more than 51% from Linux on Server A and
55% from Auto-NUMA on Server B.
Figure 12 presents the NMMD values measured when
using four Server A. As expected, the NMMD values in the
multi-node environment were further improved than those of
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the single-node counterpart. The NMMD of the LU-MZ was
dramatically improved with Stable-NUMA, which showed a
90% reduction compared to Linux and Auto-NUMA. The
geomean was reduced by 59% over Linux and 57% over
Auto-NUMA.
To understand the observed effectiveness of Stable-NUMA
more in detail, we measured the ratio of the local memory
accesses to the total memory accesses and their variance
across multiple runs. These results indicate how effectively
Stable-NUMA handles thread and page placement. In addition, we analyzed the numbers of thread migrations, page
relocations, and induced page faults that occurred during
execution because these are critical factors that affect the
execution time as well as performance stability, as described
in Section II.
As stated previously, the local memory access ratio critically impacts the execution time, and its variance across
multiple runs adversely affects the performance stability.
Thus, the greater the local memory access ratio and the
smaller variance in run-to-run execution, the system has better performance in running the HPC workload. Figure 13
presents the ratio of the local memory access to the total
memory access observed while executing each workload.
The geomean in the graphs shows the geometric mean
of the ratios across the workloads. For all the workloads,
Stable-NUMA exhibited similar or better local memory
access ratios. The geomean of the entire workload set was
improved by 1.17 times and 1.07 times compared to Linux
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 14. Number of page faults per second.

FIGURE 15. Number of inter-NUMA thread migrations per second.

and Auto-NUMA, respectively, on Server A. The geomean
was improved by 1.78 times and 1.21 times, respectively,
on Server B. The variances of the local memory access ratios
were also significantly suppressed by Stable-NUMA. On
average, it was reduced by 81% from Linux and 64% from
Auto-NUMA on Server A. On Server B, it was enhanced to
73% and 35%, respectively.
Figure 14 presents the average number of induced page
faults per second during the execution of the workloads.
Stable-NUMA demonstrated fewer induced page faults than
Auto-NUMA by 65% on Server A and 45% on Server
B, while performing more accurate memory access pattern
detection, as shown in Figure 13. This is because AutoNUMA scans all the pages by setting the period value as perprocess unit described in Section II-B. However, by setting
the period value as a page unit, Stable-NUMA effectively
restricts the number of induced page faults. As previously
mentioned, page fault handling significantly impacts performance stability, and we are confident that the reduced number
of page faults critically contributed to the performance stability as well as the average execution time in the experiments.
Inter-NUMA thread migration may cause degradation and
fluctuation of the local-to-remote memory access ratio during
execution and thus can deteriorate the performance. Therefore, it is crucial to reduce unnecessary thread migrations to
improve memory access performance. Figure 15 presents the
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number of inter-NUMA thread migrations occurring per second during the execution of each workload. In most cases,
Stable-NUMA carries out fewer inter-NUMA thread migrations per second than Linux and Auto-NUMA. On Server
A, Stable-NUMA showed 21% and 75% fewer inter-NUMA
thread migrations than Linux and Auto-NUMA, respectively.
On Server B, it was reduced by 53% and 76%, respectively.
Auto-NUMA performs significantly more massive interNUMA thread migrations than the other two because many
unnecessary thread migrations are caused by the inconsistent
thread placement policies between the Linux load balancer
and Auto-NUMA, as explained in Section II-B. As mentioned earlier, the IS workload was executed before StableNUMA correctly performed thread clustering, and therefore,
it obtains no significant benefit of thread migration reduction.
As shown in Figure 6 of Section II-B, the number of page
migrations is highly correlated with the execution time of
the application. Although suitably performed page migrations
can improve the local memory access ratio, page migration
may be undesirable when the page migration cost exceeds its
expected performance gain. Figure 16 presents the number of
page migrations performed per second during the execution
of each workload. The number of page migrations is significantly smaller than that in the case of Auto-NUMA across all
the workloads on both Server A and B. For example, the number of page migrations on Server A with Stable-NUMA was
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FIGURE 16. Number of page migrations per second.

FIGURE 17. Normalized TLB miss rate.

only 4% of that with Auto-NUMA. This value was even
smaller (2%) on Server B owing to its large number of NUMA
nodes. The geomean of the page migration count performed
by Stable-NUMA for all the workloads on Server A was only
11% of that by Auto-NUMA, and it was 20% on Server B.
To further analyze the effect of page migration, we measured the TLB miss rate using the Linux perf tool. As mentioned in Section II-B, the increase in unnecessary page
migration may increase TLB flush occurrence, which may
cause a high TLB miss rate. Figure 17 presents the normalized
TLB miss rate of each workload. The TLB miss rate was
normalized to the average of Auto-NUMA. Except for EP and
CG workloads, Stable-NUMA demonstrated a better TLB
miss rate than Auto-NUMA on Server A and B. The geomean
of the TLB miss rate performed by Stable-NUMA for all the
workloads on Server A showed 21% improvement of that by
Auto-NUMA and 17% on Server B. Along with Figure 16,
Figure 17 showed that the improvement of the TLB miss rate
is more excellent in workloads that have significantly reduced
unnecessary page migration, such as FT, IS, MG workloads.
Using the Linux perf tool, we also measured the CPU
cycles consumed in the page migration on Server A. We
performed CPU cycle profiling for the CG, FT, IS, and MG
workloads with severely deteriorated performance stability at
Server A. As can be inferred from the results of Figure 16,
the number of CPU cycles used for page migration in those
workloads decreased significantly in the case of StableNUMA. In particular, for the FT workload, Auto-NUMA
53000

consumed 5.35% of all the CPU cycles for page migration,
but Stable-NUMA consumed only 0.28% of the CPU cycles
on average. For these workloads, the geomean of the CPU
cycles consumed in page migration was improved by 97% in
the Stable-NUMA over Auto-NUMA.
In summary, our evaluation shows that the proposed
scheme successfully determines the memory access patterns
of threads with low overhead and adequately places the
threads and pages to maximize the local memory access ratio.
Consequently, the proposed scheme significantly enhances
the performance stability, which leads to an improved execution time. It is expected that the performance improvement
with Stable-NUMA increases as the number of processing
entities increases.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a performance-stable NUMA management scheme for Linux-based HPC systems. Our analysis
reveals that the conflict of thread migration between the
CPU load balancer and NUMA-aware feature can deteriorate the performance because of the ping-pong migration of
threads and memory pages. This conflict also increases the
performance variability of applications because of run-to-run
variations in thread and page migrations.
Therefore, our scheme detaches inter-node CPU load balancing from the CPU load balancer and aligns it with
our NUMA-aware page and thread placement to address
this problem. The memory access profiling information is
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carefully acquired by minimizing its performance impact
on applications. The collected information is used to group
threads where the number of groups is aligned to the number of physical NUMA nodes. Threads are also carefully
grouped to minimize the number of remote memory accesses
by threads.
With the aforementioned mechanisms, the evaluation
results thus demonstrated that Stable-NUMA restrains the
performance variation much as compared to the Linux kernel
with and without the NUMA-aware feature.
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